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Introduction
Wet And Puffy is a rare new exclusive porn site featuring gorgeous hard to find models with juicy pussy
lips, thick labia and lovely wet and puffy vagina for you to enjoy. The site does a great job of getting
you up-close with HD videos that sort all of the ladies into three varieties of vagina. Puffy Peach, Big
Taco or Juicy Cherry with lots of new updates that keep the site fresh for fans who love wet and puffy
pussy!

Adult Review
Wet and Puffy delivers a very unique niche that you really don't see anywhere else. There's no resisting these one of a kind
pussies, whether you're lusting over the puffy pussies or the glorious lips. 
  
  Even more surprising than the fact that there is a site featuring the wet and puffy pussy niche is the fact that they've got 103
videos and over 25,000 already. It can't be easy to find models with just the right pussies, so that's a big accomplishment. 
  
  It also bears mentioning that you get to enjoy these puffy beauties in HD quality videos. Daily updates bring fresh pussies to
your computer every day, and there's no DRM to be had on the site at all.
  
  These European beauties are impossible to resist, whether you fall in love with their puffy tacos or prefer their juicy
cherries.

Porn Summary
Wet and Puffy classifies their pussies with a few different terms: big taco, juicy cherry, and puffy peach. All that adds up to a
unique and impressive pussy centric site that will have you hooked from beginning to end. 

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'A Palace of Close-Up Pussy Action'
Quality: 91  Updates: 89 Exclusive: 100 Interface: 88
Support: 90 Unique: 86    Taste: 93        Final: 91

Porn Sites Included
This is a solo site and is not part of any membership group.

Porn Niches
Cameltoe, Exclusive, HD, Orgasms, Pussy, Sex Toys, Solo

Porn Site Review
Subscription: $29.95 Preview: VoD Billing Options: Credit Card, Online

Payment, Pay By Phone
Video & Picture: Daily Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used
Dial-Up: Optimized Pictures: Over 25,000 Videos: 103
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